
The Center For Health Care Services proves Lean 
delivers big-time results in managed care setting

The Center for Health Care Services is a San 
Antonio, Texas-based group practice with more 
than 25 psychiatric and 15 primary care providers, 
delivering mental health, developmental 
disability, and substance abuse services in 
16 locations for adults, children, elderly, and 
veterans, the majority of them homeless and 
many under court supervision.

Theirs is not an easy task, and two recent 
developments threaten to make it even harder. 

• First, government funding, which makes 
up 95 percent of CHCS’s budget, is 
slowing down, making it imperative 
that the agency demonstrate maximum 
efficiency to earn new grant monies. 

• Second, hospitals that have historically 
called on the center to care for mentally 
ill patients who present at their 
emergency departments are themselves 
starting to offer these patients services, 
including inpatient behavioral units. 

It’s an old story: competition drives innovation to 
deliver peak efficiency. 

In late 2014, Nathalie Khodr, CHCS’s Director 
of Business and Process Improvement, went 
to a national conference on behavioral health 
looking for ways to improve efficiency and came 
away impressed by the results Denver Health 
had achieved through Lean with the help of 
Healthcare Performance Partners. CHCS would 
need some quick wins to get everybody on board, 
and Khodr knew that Lean would be anything but 
quick. 

Or could it?

A Fast Start

Turns out, it could—it could be quick at the 
start and slower later, once the culture of the 
agency had warmed to Lean and was ready to 
tackle more substantive and expansive initiatives 
involving the entire enterprise. 

For now, HPP explained, teaching a core group 
of leaders and staff the A3 problem-solving 
approach and applying it to a swarm of stubborn 
and costly problems would allow CHCS to realize 
a significant return on a modest investment in a 
matter of months. How significant? $1.5 million—
not to mention improvements in the other three 
points of the Lean Value Diamond: quality, time, 
and satisfaction. 

Areas of Focus:

• Finances and Sustainable Growth

• Patient Experience

• Health Outcomes

• Safety and Risk

• Workforce Engagement

• Community

A Pause to Explain A3…
A3 is both a tool and a methodology. It is a 
variant of Plan-Do-Check-Act, or PDCA. The 
tool is a single-sheet resolution and planning 
document that contains all the necessary 
information about a single problem—
description, owner, goals, root cause analysis, 
countermeasures, implementation plan, and 
follow-up actions. The methodology is a 
structured but flexible team approach to 
identifying and resolving an issue, in which 
every member has assigned tasks and a 
timeline for completion.



The trainees included 60 front-line staff, middle 
managers, and vice presidents from all divisions 
and layers of the organization.  Their assignment: 
pick an A3 project to lead and two others to 
participate in every month for three months, 
starting in January 2015. HPP also trained a 
special Lean Team, headed by Khodr, to guide 
and coach the trainees day to day.

Plunging into this new territory, some people 
felt threatened, others exhilarated. Psychologists, 
social workers, and administrators were being 
asked to change the way they looked at things 
and made decisions. They were being asked to 
work with people from other divisions, which 
had always acted as silos—and to understand 
just what the other people and the other units 
did. Most had a lot of questions: how to write 
their problem statement, how to flow-chart the 
process, how to implement the countermeasures. 

The Lean team soon launched two-hour Lunch 
and Learn sessions several days a week to 
provide answers. Meanwhile, the Lean team 
members were also out in the field, assisting A3 
teams and leaders, auditing the work, helping to 
identify and overcome roadblocks. Their mission: 
to ensure deliverables were being achieved.

In short order, the results started flooding in.

A Shift in Key Metrics

By June, 44 percent of the 74 A3s launched were 
completed, with $672,000 realized, according 
to the big information board Khodr put up 
where everyone could see it. And it wasn’t just 
about the dollars. Key metrics were moving up—
number of seven-day follow-ups being completed, 
percentage of clients moved into housing, 
percentage finding employment, and incidents 
due to medication errors.

This positive information had a tremendous 
impact on the board of trustees, who had been 
taking a wait-and-see attitude.

“When the Board of Trustees saw a summary of 
how many A3s were done,” said Nathalie, “how 
many people were involved, how many were 
affected, and what progress they were making, it 
really opened their eyes to the potential of Lean 
at CHCS.” 

“And we still have more A3s coming—more people 
doing them, more vice presidents asking to get in 
on the action.”

METRIC MAY ‘15 JUN ’15 JUL ‘15 AUG ‘15 SEP ‘15 OCT ‘15 NOV’15

Identified $1,370,102 $1,699,466 $1,578,386 $1,007,231 $2,448,212 $2,044,037 $2,056,721

Realized $288,484 $348,523 $568,069 $986,038 $1,135,731 $1,302,117 $1,419,325

Project Count 74 79 81 85 88 90 91

Lean Executive Report

By June, 44 percent of the 74 A3s launched 
were completed, with $672,000 realized.

“When the Board of Trustees saw a summary of how many A3s were done,” said 
Nathalie, “how many people were involved, how many were affected, and what progress 
they were making, it really opened their eyes to the potential of Lean at CHCS.” 



The state of Texas gives CHCS $3.7 million 
to purchase atypical antipsychotic drugs for 
indigent consumers—but only if the agency 
meets its target of 1,323 consumers a year. 
This involved documenting multiple eligibility 
criteria in each case.

The agency was, in fact, providing that 
many consumers with NGMs, but they were 
scrambling at the end of every year to prove 
it, sometimes just barely—thanks to inefficient 
and unnecessarily complicated tracking 
processes. Every unit was supposed to use the 
same process, but a lot of staff turnover and 
subsequent ad hoc training meant things had 
gotten off track, according to Gabriel. 

“I thought there had to be a better way.”

In the current state, everything was being done 
manually: Each clinic’s medical records staff had 
to look in various charts, notes, and databases for 
the criteria and then open a tracking form. Next, 
the UM department would put together a report 
to identify the eligible consumers and submit 
it to the agency’s database. The central office 
would then take that information and submit it to 
the state’s CARE database.

There were so many pieces in play that they were 
always falling short, said Gabriel. 

“The resolution was to reinvent the process 
around data collection and communication and 
removed unneeded effort,” said Travis Grahmann, 
Systems Analyst, a member of Gabriel’s project 
team.

He developed an automated report that 
streamlined the whole tracking process, 
searching for and pulling criteria electronically 
from the physician’s note, the case manager’s 
note, the reimbursement note, etc. The central 
UM department is now responsible for tracking 
the NGMs, removing the clinics’ medical records 
staff from the process.

The agency is now averaging over its target on a 
monthly basis, eliminating the risk of losing its 
funding.

Gabriel, who says she found A3 “terrifying at first 
because it was new,” has now embraced it and 
is looking forward to doing many more projects. 

“You get rid of a lot of finger pointing by bringing 
a group of individuals together to work for a 
common goal.”

Grahmann is convinced A3s are a “critical tool for 
the entire organization in empowering all levels 
of staff to effect change and think in terms of 
optimizing tasks, moving away from tendencies 
to hide poor performance.”

A3: New Generation Medicine 
(NGM) Tracking Process

Champion, Tonja Gabriel, Administrator, Packard Clinic

“You get rid of a lot of finger pointing by 
bringing a group of individuals together to 
work for a common goal.”



A year ago, Texas passed a law mandating that 
MC organizations handle most of the state’s 
Medicaid reimbursement.  This complicated 
an already complicated process involving 
compliance, UM, and reimbursement: every client 
that comes to CHCS has to be assessed, and 
each assessment requires that case managers 
complete a service request form and submit it 
for authorization to the payers, all of whom have 
their own guidelines and procedures that must 
be followed. 

Today, the process has been automated, assigned 
to reimbursement, and streamlined from 40 
steps to just 17. The computer pulls what it needs 
from the medical record and generates the 
service request form itself and the payer sends 
the authorization form to reimbursement.

And Anderson has moved from A3 doubter to 
believer with six or seven compliance projects 
going at the same time.

“I thought at first it oversimplified things, but 
now I think that’s the beauty of it—it’s not rocket 
science. When you can take egos and politics 
out of it, it’s very analytical and strips away the 
emotions—and it really works.”

He thinks A3 has the potential to benefit the 
organization as a whole, in that it brings multiple 
divisions together over intersecting processes. 
For example, CHCS has historically never met 
the state requirement that they meet with every 
discharged inpatient face to face within seven 
days, which cost them $39,000 in fines last year.

“I called all four clinical divisions together and 
we went through the process and found a lot of 
holes we were able to fill. Since then, we haven’t 
been fined at all.”

A3: Managed Care (MC) Compliance

Champion: Clay Anderson, Compliance Program 
Director, Utilization Management (UM)

Today, the process has been automated, 
assigned to reimbursement, and 
streamlined from 40 steps to just 17.

For CHCS, A3 was a great way to start down 
the road to a major cultural transformation. 
The agency now has a solid foundation on which 
to build the larger edifice of Lean that they 
believe can ultimately propel them to new levels 
of efficient and effective operation.

As far as CEO Leon Evans is concerned, “A3 
problem solving has helped CHCS on several 

levels.  It has enabled us improve our finances, 
efficiency, and quality of care.  But more 
importantly, A3s have helped us bring people 
together to solve problems and make things 
better for ourselves as well as our clients.  A3s 
are just the beginning of our Lean efforts in 
leading the transformation in our nation’s 
Behavioral Health system.”

The Road to Transformation
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